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noTe From The dIrecTor
The Writers’ Slate              Winter 2014

The Writers’ Slate is published by The Writing Conference, Inc., and features some of 
our nation’s top quality writing by students, kindergarten through 12th grade. The 
national journal is published three times a year, including one issue filled with award-
winning prose and poetry. The publication is available online. 

The editor invites original, creative, and expository writing by students in 
kindergarten through 12th grade. Book reviews of children’s or young adult literature 
written by students are also welcome. Educators are also encouraged to submit article 
ideas for feature article consideration.

The deadline for the winter issue is January 15. The deadline for the fall issue is June 
15.

Please submit all entries electronically to: johnfranklin@writingconference.com

Submissions should clearly indicate:
• writer’s name
• school’s name
• writer’s teacher
• city and state
• grade level
• contact information (email address and phone number)
• category or genre (poetry, exposition, or fiction)

Due to the number of submissions, the editor will typically respond only to 
submissions that have been accepted for publication. Submission will not be returned. 
The editor reserves the right to edit manuscripts for clarity, style, and according to 
space limitations.

John H. Bushman, Director
The Writing Conference, Inc.
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leTTer From The edITor
The Writers’ Slate                 Winter 2014 

I egotistically believe that the Winter of 2014 will be long remembered for two 
events:  the weather; and, the writing in this issue of The Writers’ Slate. 

For myself, I am tired of hearing of Arctic Vortices, cancelled classes and ice storms 
which render footing treacherous.  In fact, while slip-sliding the mile-and-a-half or 
so to my office the other day, I thought I deserved a gold medal in the Olympic ice 
walking event:  I had fewer spills than some of the figure skaters competing in Sochi.

While someone—Mark Twain?  Shakespeare?  Anonymous?—is said to have 
famously said that we can’t do anything about the weather, we can do something 
while avoiding it.

I recommend reading; and, I particularly recommend this issue of The Writers’ Slate; I 
daresay that you will find the writing a worthwhile respite from the wintry weather.

So,  prepare a cup of something warming—I like cocoa—find a comfy spot, fire up 
your laptop or tablet and enjoy the students’ writing in this Winter’s issue.

John Franklin 
Pittsburg State University
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Aidyn Levin
Greenfield Hebrew Academy
Atlanta, GA
6th Grade

Life                                   
is not
about money.
Life 
is hope
for the future,
forgiving 
of the past,
happiness 
for the present,
and love
throughout.

Bravery
to do
the unthinkable.
Fear 
that is
contained.

Memories
of past
events,
and the will
to move
forward.

Friends
that are
friends 
for life. 
Others
that come
and go.

Life
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Family
to bicker 
with
and yet
to cherish.

Education
to carry 
with you.
Knowledge
to teach
others.

The lure
to do
bad,
but the choice
to do
good.

Hate 
kept contained.
Love 
set free.
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Rainbow

Danielle Hutchings
Croatan High School
Newport, NC
12th Grade

Clouds slowly clear from the sky
The rain stops falling
The sun comes out
Out from the shadows comes a rainbow

The rain stops falling
Birds begin chirping
Out from the shadows comes a rainbow
Frogs begin croaking

Birds begin chirping
The sun comes out
Frogs begin croaking
Clouds slowly clear from the sky 
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Sophie Evancho
Dunlap Valley Middle School
Peoria, IL
7th Grade

Diamond
               Light

      Bright, beautiful

     Glowing, shining, hovering

        Sun,       stars,       lamp,       sparkle

            Scaring, frightening, creeping

                 Bleak,    shadow

                Dark
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This door holds in evil,
It lacks in trust.
The hinges are deceitful,
Memories coated with dust.
Toxic to the eye, 
Like a poisonous flower.
Dirty and sly, 
It takes all your power.
Not able to rescue
Someone you care for.
This door does not bless you, 
It breaks you ever more.
Locking in the abusive past, 
Your sudden courage
Never did last.
This door holds in evil.

Riley Robinson
Croatan High School
Newport, NC
10th Grade

This Door
Holds in Evil
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Grandmother

Natalie McCabe
Sonoran Science Academy
Tucson, AZ
4th Grade

A tree doesn’t have knees
That creak,

But grandma does.

A tree wouldn’t forget
My name,

But grandma did.

A tree stands tall and proud
And good

And grandma is a tree
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Diana had a dream, a great campaign:
Improve our children’s lives, society.
Yet apathy has caused them so much pain,
created fear, instilled anxiety.

Their rights we cast aside, scoff in disdain,
three P’s turned down in favour of the four.
We trample them for monetary gain—
but kids are not a demographic score.

Protection scarred by taunts of “aberration”
Provision starved by pictures of perfection
Participation hinged on ratification
but break the mask, and face social rejection.

Kara Zhang
R. A. McMath Secondary School
Richmond, BC, Canada
10th Grade

Diana’s
Dream
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Samm Sawyer
Croatan High School
Newport, NC
12th Grade

Two Halves 
of a Broken 
Whole

                          would you                                              couldn’t steal
        For what                  two be,         If you                           the air I breathe. 
     You would be fine, sound of mind.     You would be lost in the rubble of your kind. 
You steal my independence.       You create a chasm of  constant distance. 
You make love impossible                                                   You make love endless. 
You are a deep comfort.                    Your words cut to my core.
     You are something, yet nothing.                 You are nothing, yet something. 
   You are the two that break me,   You are the two that make me. 
                     For                what                                       would       I          be, 
                                         Without                                     giving 
                   My         air       to
                    thee?  
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Words Run

Emily Shoemake
Jenks Middle School
Jenks, OK
8th Grade

I can’t find the words
They seem to be missing
They took a hike
Down that long road
With so many forks in its path
Called your mind
They’ve been running from me
Always on the move.
I used all my strength to try to catch them
But they are faster
I just keep running,
In circles.
In circles..
In circles...
But there they are!
I see the words!
I’ve found my rhythm at last
It’s been here
Right by my side
This whole time
I just haven’t looked hard enough!
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Wake Up 
and Live

Hannah Cross
Croatan High School
Newport, NC
10th Grade A desolate dream

In a room of silver,
Ruined feathers, and

Broken hearts, the
Amazing color dances

Persuading the spirits to
Come out

Booming voices consume your
Exhausted, little

Mind
Which way to go?

Up or
Down

Near or
Far, but

Most importantly, pushing you to
Discover the brilliance

In your mind,
The world, and your

Heart

The tides will be against you at,
Times,

Pulling you out to sea, but
Sometimes they’ll be carrying you

On to
Your path

Eyes flutter
Wake up, and live your

Dream
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Magic

David Xiang
Little Rock Central High School
Little Rock, AR
10th Grade

Magic
A torrent of blue sparks
Unwillingly falling in line
A vortex of mystery
Electric
Igniting the senses
Unchained and limitless
Whispering into the ambiguity of the mind
Music
Sublime melodies surface from a storm of chaos
Melding into the overarching theme, morphing and 
evolving
Bridging many worlds into one
Magic.
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Cole Dozier
Croatan High School
Newport, NC
11th Grade

Who Am I?

Take some time and ponder a moment, 
What if instead of using this chance, you’d blown it?
Rather than seeing the beauty reflected by your mirror, 
You saw only the faults, which were followed by tears. 
You didn’t see the uniqueness of you, 
And failed to realize that there is no “you #2.”
Quit comparing yourself to those who only win,
Because the King and the Pawn go in the same box in the end.
Throw caution to the wind and dare to believe,
There is no measure to what you will achieve. 
As I finish this note, I have but one thing to say:
Learn who you are and then seize the day.
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Isabella Judge
Valley High School
West Des Moines, IA
12th Grade

Pending 
Eviction

Insomnia is my unwelcome bedmate.
It takes all the covers

And snores with vigor.
Moaning, it rolls over,

Swiping my cheek.

I grumble at it, but it is oblivious.
Its breathing is too audible.

Its presence is too large.

It is time to hand it its eviction notice.
But I know I’ll miss it when it is gone.

I will feel its remains,
Its imprint in the bed.

The house will be too quiet without it,
For its moans have provided the soundtrack to my nights.

It can stay.
Just for tonight.
Until tomorrow.

When I will make the same promise once more.
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Words

Cassandra Cloud
Van Wert Middle School
Van Wert, OH
8th Grade

Words can do many things like making war.
Words can make people cry.
Words can make people happy.
Words can make people hurt themselves or someone else.
Words can bring back memories.
Words can make people depressed.
Words can make people do drugs.
Words can make people laugh.
Words can make people scared.
Words can make people sing.
Words can make people buy things.
Words can make people feel safe.
Words can keep people safe.
Words can put people in danger.
Words can make you learn.
Words can make friends.
Words can make enemies.
Words can make laws.
 Words can make people go to jail.
Words can make kids say things.
Words can make you think.
So think before you speak.
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Art

Brittany Trott
Croatan High School
Newport, NC
10th Grade

Telling a story
without words.
Splatters of vibrant colors
along a blank canvas

A deep meaning
expressed.
Unique original masterpiece.
Exploring the exotic
hypnotic
varieties of patterns and
lines.

In the end.
Make it extraordinary.
Make it
                      !



EXPOSITION
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Kelly Smith
St. Mary’s Colgan
Pittsburg, KS
12th Grade

Earth, Wind, 
and Fire

 There is a fraction of a moment when a hot air balloon is bowing in limbo that 
leaves me breathless. The majestic creature of cloth and air waits suspended, debating 
whether to rise to the fresh morning sky or to sink back down and kiss the comfortable 
ground. The whir of fans cease, the birds refrain from chirping, and the sleepy uni-
verse holds its breath as the balloon wonders if it has the momentum to ascend. And 
then the flames roar. The world snaps back into motion, pilots and crew commence 
their bustling and yelling. The beast wrestles with the pathetic flesh and blood trying 
to tame it with mere thread, and the wind urges it forward, while the sun beckons the 
hot air to rise. This process is poetry, manifest in the ingenuity of Frenchmen and the 
imaginings of men who dream of taking flight. As a pilot’s daughter, I assist in these 
dreams becoming reality. From my position at the crown line- the rope that controls 
the balloon’s speed of ascension from lying prostrate to standing up- I am transfixed 
by that instant of serenity before the fire erupts.  I wait and watch to see if the balloon 
will fly, but just when it starts to fall, the inferno gives it the strength to carry on. If it 
were not for this careful timing, mere mortals would not be allowed to float beneath 
the clouds. Fortunately, there is always a conflagration itching for the opportunity to 
achieve the impossible.
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 Indians celebrate many festivals. Ganesh Chaturdi is one of the festivals in 
India. Indians celebrate this festival in late August or in early September. People 
like this festival because they make variety of food and they wear new dresses 
which they wear for every festival in India. It’s their one of the tradition to wear 
new dress for every festival. 
 Surprisingly, the god Ganesh has an elephant head. The story behind that 
was once his mother, Parvathi, asked the planet Saturn to babysit Ganesh. But the 
gaze of the goddess of Saturn was so powerful that when she looked at the baby, 
his head burst into flames. Then Ganesh’s father, Shiva, was sent out with orders 
to cut out the head off of the first living thing he met and use it to replace Ganesh’s 
head. Apparently, he came back with an elephant head, which pleased Parvathi, 
and since then Ganesh head has had his present form. This was just one story and 
there are more myths about Ganesh’s head.
 The moon made fun of Ganesh’s head on Ganesh Chaturdi and so Parvathi 
got angry and ordered to not see the moon on this day. Many people think that 
Indians celebrate Ganesh Chaturdi because it’s his birthday, but that’s not true. 
Indians celebrate this festival because when Kumar, brother of Ganesh, asked 
which god people should pray for money and glory, Shiva said that people should 
pray for Ganesh to get money and glory. So, that is the reason why Indian people 
celebrate Ganesh Chaturdi.

Lakshmi Prasanna
Dunlap Valley Middle School
Peoria, IL
7th Grade

Ganesh 
Chaturdi
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 There is a place on Earth that everyone hopes to find; a place where night is 
inexistent and pain is a forgotten memory. Every person prays to find a dream-
like, supernatural scene where Pandora’s Box is closed tight, therefore not bringing 
any bad into this world. Church is this celestial place for me. There is no other 
sanctuary fitted to meet with others motivated to reach the same goal.
 The church has vast walls and high ceilings. The walls hold memories from 
years before: the opening of the church, the anniversaries, and the convention, all 
of which I am passionately present at. The doors to enter for worship and exit for 
fellowship are brown and sturdy. Each time I enter through these heavy doors, I 
know I am entering into a sacred place. These doors welcome visitors to the church 
with open arms and help them break away from the outside world as they close 
shut. 
 The church holds an orbicular shape. This circle signifies unification and 
one body of the church, as every member is needed in order for the church to 
keep its shape. At times I have wondered what difference can one person really 
make? I realized that missing just one person mirrors not having all 52 cards in a 
standard deck; the event at hand cannot go on smoothly without each individual 
component. 
 At the far right of the church, the choir, made up of both men and women, 
stands and sings with tangible power and passion. The robes of the choir members 
are the color of a silky Christmas with an accent of a gold dove flying across the 
front. In unison, the women breathe angelic melodies. Behind them, the deep 
voices from the men’s choir travel far across the large church. These voices give me 
goose bumps when the highest notes are sounded and sweet harmonies arise from 
the correspondence of voices. 
 Directly opposite the choir plays the brass and percussion band made up 
of trumpets, trombones, french horns, tubas, flutes, clarinets. All so different yet 
all working together to exhort the carefully composed black notes from sheets of 
paper. 

Sefora Trif
Sandra Day O’Connor High School
Phoenix, AZ
11th Grade

One Body
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 The girls’ choir is located behind the stage at a higher elevation. This is my 
familiar home at my church. Although young boys, men, and women occasionally sing 
with us, we girls are comfortable with each other at our place in the church. We sing 
with three voices: melody, second voice, and third voice. Endless amounts of practice 
are put in to make sure these harmonic rhythms fulfill their purpose, which is to fill 
others with the same longing and passion for praise. 
 In front of the choir, the stage is visible. The stage remains the foundation; the 
songs sung here along with the sermons preached here remain engraved on touched 
lives forever. The microphones grip the songs that change the way people think. 
Heartstrings are tugged. My voice, along with hundreds of others, can be heard from 
mountains and valleys and plains and fields. The church is drawn to this platform 
during services on end. The podium, at which the preacher stands and conveys his 
God-given message, is made of almost-black tinted glass and lined with dark wood at 
which the glass and wood meet. 
 Filling the majority of the church are the benches. The rows are plenty; the 
people are plenty. Four columns of benches are placed in front of the stage, in between 
the band and choir. Two columns of benches closest to the mixed choir are for the 
women and two columns of benches closest to band are for the men. Women sit on 
the right of the church and men on the left. There is not a sign for this; the people just 
know that genders are separated to minimize distractions.  
 But the most significant part of the church is this: the people. Each member holds 
their modesty and stays conserved here, for this place is to be kept holy and sanctified. 
Women come – old and young, single and married, whole and broken. Men come – 
mature and puerile, fathers and sons, mended and tattered. Every man and woman 
and boy and girl is a working piece in this church. Each person has a soul and each 
soul needs to be saved. 
 The truth of the fact is that the church would just be an empty sanctuary if the 
people were not present. These people hold the powerful key to the feeling the church 
radiates. My brothers and sisters in Christ are my never-ending, growing support 
when I am frail and powerless. This place spills with people yearning for answers to 
life’s questions. People come, hurt and empty, to be filled with an everlasting hope. 

 Faces fill with recognition when they see the one’s their hearts care for. My own 
heart spills with love and affection. When one thinks there is hope no more, hope is 
overflowing here. Memories remain, naked and bare. Tears cried for lives lost. Pain 
felt for being misunderstood. Joy felt for being in God’s presence with loved ones. The 
heartfelt hugs speak a thousand words and the prayers mean more. Greater than all 
celebrations is when a person is changed and becomes a part of our family.
 This place is more than a church; it is serenity. It is peace within one’s soul. It is 
not just a building made of doors, walls, and benches. When I enter this church, my 
own soul is at rest. My soul is saved and my own life is changed. My life, although 
seemingly unimportant, is one that remains changed from hymns of praise and 
deep sermons from the heart. I confess that I am among the lowliest of these sinners, 
shameful and blamed. But at my church I find my endurance. I find reason to finish 
the race and keep the faith. Just like my own life. When I witness someone giving 
up their life to serve a God that is so good and true, such joy and love and peace 
and understanding fills me when I am reminded of the time when I went down that 
road. Along with the rest of the people in this church, with tears in my eyes I will say, 
“Welcome home.”
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Taylor Hall
Desert Canyon Middle School
Scottsdale, AZ
8th Grade

Why I Hate 
Thanksgiving: 
From a Turkey’s 
Point of View

 Ugh, it’s that time of year again. The time where we have to fight for survival 
(which is just hiding from hunters) and try to not get eaten for another year. The time 
where human families are brought together, while ours are torn apart. The time where 
kids laugh while pouring gravy over my cousin. That’s right, it’s the horrid, last Thurs-
day in November - Thanksgiving.

 The hunters usually start catching us at the beginning of November, and since 
Thanksgiving is later than usual this year, my family and I have to hide for a month. 
We live in Massachusetts, where the first Thanksgiving took place, so its even more 
of a struggle to survive. We have a whole forest to hide in, but every year a new fam-
ily member becomes the main course for those cruel humans. Along with myself, our 
group contains my mom, Uncle Turk, Aunt E. (short for Ellie), and my last surviving 
brother, Tim.

 We’ve planned to stay with our second cousins 20 miles away, and we have a 
week before November 1st to get there. We’re hoping that maybe they will join our 
group and we can maybe stay at their home for the rest of the year. But when I say 
home, I mean a giant, carved out tree that has a bunch of sticks covering the hole so 
nobody can get in. The tree has multiple stories for us to hide in, which is why none of 
their group members have ended up on the Thanksgiving table throughout the years

 As our group was packing our belongings to make the journey, Tim and I collect-
ed some food to help us survive throughout the week. Most we gathered nuts, berries, 
and some crops we stole from a farm we found. As soon as Mom was done packing, 
we set on our long walk to our cousin’s house. This was the time when I really hated 
that our wings were just for show and had no real use to us. 

 By nightfall, we had walked about five miles, so we were moving along quite 
well (for a turkey, at least). We set up camp, which was just finding a group of trees 
to hide in, and slept. In the middle of the night, I was woken by a very loud noise. I 
quickly realized it was a gunshot, ran to some bushes to hide in! Hunting was hap-
pening way earlier this year, and this may be the year we wouldn’t make it through. 
The rest of my family came to hide with me, except for Uncle Turk, who hid in a much 
more open bush. I heard footsteps approaching, and saw human legs stop in front of 
Uncle Turk’s bush.
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 “It was a good idea huntin’ early this year, Joe,” said another human that stood 
next to the first one. Then, he took Uncle Turk and shoved him in a bag, and proceeded 
to look for more turkeys. We hid in the bushes for another hour, then came out. Aunt 
E. was crying, but calmed down after awhile. We decided to continue walking and 
sleep some more tomorrow night, because there was no way we could sleep any longer 
tonight.

 We walked and walked, from sunrise to sunset, until we could walk no more. 
This time, since we had a few more hours than the day before, we walked eight miles, 
which meant we only had 7 more miles to go. We slept this night without another 
incident, and took off early the next morning. After walking for the whole day, and a 
bit into the night, we finally made it to our relative’s house. In celebration, since we got 
their early, we had a Thanksgiving dinner of our own, which consisted of a bunch of 
corn and potatoes. Although I hate the human holiday of Thanksgiving, the non-mur-
derous one was so much better.

 “The end. Get a good night’s sleep for Thanksgiving tomorrow,” said thevegetar-
ian mom to her vegetarian child, after reading the story she wrote.
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Faizaan Somani
QSI International School of Bishkek
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
4th Grade

 Ainsley and Alessia were twin sisters.
 Ainsley loved cleanliness and used to keep her things well organized and clean. 

She used to put the trash into the dustbin. Her room was neat and tidy.
 Alessia spread her things all around the place and used to throw trash on the 

floor. Her room was a total mess.
 During summer holidays, they went for a picnic to a beach. On their way to the 

beach, they ate chips, biscuits and chocolates. Everybody kept their trash with them in 
a paper bag, but Alessia put it into plastic bags and started throwing it on the road.

 Ainsley tried to explain to her that it is not a good habit and we should take care 
of our environment. As usual, Alessia didn’t listen to her and continued throwing the 
trash on the road.

 When they were walking on the beach, they saw some dead fish. 
 Ainsley: Do you know as to why these fish died?
 Alessia: No idea!
 Ainsley: These fish died because of environment pollution and especially due 

to plastic bags. When we throw trash and plastic bags on the road and on the beach, 
it makes our environment polluted and unhealthy. They fly in the air and reach to the 
water. When fish come to the water surface they get stuck into these plastic bags and 
are not able to breathe. That is why they die.

 After listening to Ainsley, Alessia realized the importance of keeping the envi-
ronment clean and tidy. She promised not to throw the trash and plastic bags on the 
road again. She also promised to keep her room clean and tidy and use the dustbin for 
the trash.

 As they grew up, both Ainsley and Alessia became the good girls who took care 
of their environment. Their home and surroundings were neat and tidy.

Taking 
Care of Our 
Environment
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Tanner G. Smith
Dunlap Valley Middle School
Peoria, IL
7th Grade

The Knight in 
the Night

 It is dark in my room. Sleep has been eluding me for hours. I take a peek at my 
clock; it’s all ready midnight. From under my covers I hear the sound of metal on 
stone. I immediately dismiss the noise. I have been hearing it every night, but tonight 
is different because the sound is followed by a piercing electronic beep. I am suddenly 
paralyzed by fear. Though I start to wonder why anything would use the microwave 
or stove at this hour. I silently build up the courage to remove my blankets. I think of 
the tall knight that stands in the office. Soon I am dressed in sweat pants and am mak-
ing my way down stairs. 

 I sneak into the kitchen to find a sword to my throat. I see the knight with his 
armor glowing a dull shade of purple. I am about to scream bloody murder, although a 
deep thundering voice says, “I made nachos.” 

 I attempt to keep the laugh from leaving my mouth but it squeezes out in the 
form of a snort.  The menacing figure walks toward the stove and takes out the pan 
with his bare hand. As promised nachos are on the pan, though I don’t know how he 
got tortilla chips in a house with almost every allergy in the world, though fortunately 
I have none of them. I try not to eat any of the nachos on my plate, but my will bows to 
my hunger. 

  My mind bubbles with questions, most pertaining to how there was a knight 
that was in my study walked away and made nachos. I am tempted to ask but I am cut 
off by the deep voice. “I am the knight Sir Garion.” 

 I ask why he is in my house. He explains that he is here to protect me, and that 
he is sorry for putting the sword at my neck. He tells me that he is worried about our 
health. As a family we have been sitting on the couch more and working out less. 
“Look down at your abdomen of late. Has it not grown in size?”

 I sit back looking at my waist. I start thinking about what I have done over the 
week, and nothing comes to mind but video games and television. “Stop staring at 
your ample stomach and listen up,” says the knight.

 He goes on to give me a job. I have to become more active and make my parents 
become more active. After giving me my instructions he tells me that I have to go back 
to bed; suddenly I fall onto my bed with great force. I try to get back up but my eyes 
feel like they are being weighed down by an anvil. 
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  Through the next week I run and play basketball, though I am not very good at 
either, and have my parents go to skating rinks and bowling lanes. One year from the 
night with the knight I walk down stairs to Sir Garion. I have not talked to him since 
the night long ago. I find him in the kitchen making more nachos. I sit down and he of-
fers me some but I refuse this time knowing that I will be better off without it.

 “You have done well. Over the year many changes have occurred. Your entire 
family has shrunk in girth,” he says. 

 I smile at the approval. After that he stands up and the nachos disappear. He 
tells me to keep working and that I have to remember to work hard. He then continues 
to walk to the study and freezes on the spot. I say good bye for the last time and walk 
back to my bed where I fall asleep immediately.
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